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INCONCEIVABLE
HAMAR VALLEY
MISERY, DRACONIS COMBINE
17 MAY 3028

puter didn’t claim a hit. It was too far to tell. Rowe called up the last attack’s
recordings.
Fifteen missiles. He’s got to be short of ammo. He looked at the recharge indicator on the PPC—still red—but smiled nonetheless. I don’t run out of ammo.
Rowe leaned the Panther into the wind, trusting the computer not to put its
foot wrong. The heat from his ﬁring disappeared quickly into the frigid Misery
air. The PPC beeped ready. The red icon on his HUD moved to his left, away
from the boulder. He adjusted his course. Alarms rang. More missiles ﬂickered
in the snow. Several impacted the boulder’s wall, sending chunks of ice the
size of the Panther’s head crashing to the snow-covered ﬂoor. Rowe adjusted
his aim, held his ﬁre.
There. The blue-painted Trebuchet was suddenly there, as if the wind had
shifted and blown all the snow out of the way. Rowe laughed viciously and
ﬁred. The Lord’s Light took the Trebuchet low in the chest, blasting armor
free and rocking the ﬁfty-ton ’Mech back. The Dragoon ﬁred back, ruby-red
medium lasers. One of them burned at the armor over the Panther’s left shin.
Rowe ignored it. He was within 200 meters—even if the Dragoon had the missiles left, they’d soon be too inaccurate to matter.
The PPC chimed. Rowe ﬁred, again taking the Trebuchet in the chest. The
Dragoon reversed his movement, trying to open the range. The Trebuchet
could walk backward almost as fast as Rowe could advance. The Panther’s
throttles were already at the stops. Rowe leaned forward, straining against his
restraints. The Dragoon’s medium lasers ﬂickered—two hit him, left arm and
right leg. He ignored it again.
His PPC hit the Trebuchet again in the right torso, blasting the last of its
armor away and nearly coring it through. The Dragoon clapped the ’Mech’s
arm against its side and kept backing away. Rowe shouted in triumph—coward! Fifteen tons the Trebuchet had on him and the child at the controls was
running away. He triggered the short-range missile launcher in the Panther’s
chest, but all four missiles missed.
The wind picked up again as the Trebuchet cleared the rear side of the
boulder—it was more than a hundred meters long, boulder may not have
been the right word, and part of Rowe wondered why he was thinking about
that—and the snow concealed the ’Mech. He ﬁred again, but without a target
more substantial than an icon on his HUD he missed. He kept moving forward,
hoping for a break in the snow. One or two more shots… the snow cleared.
A silver-painted Stalker all but congealed out of the snow. Rowe jerked his
controls, throwing the Panther to the side. Two large lasers stabbed at the Panther’s chest, denuding it. Rowe screamed at the injustice—the Trebuchet!—but
kicked his jump jets, angling up and back. Another ’Mech appeared, a silver
Shogun. Missiles. More lasers. The Panther came down hard, stumbled. It fell.
The Trebuchet appeared then, sprinting forward, arms ﬂailing, smoke whispering from its torso. Rowe stabbed the PPC into the ground, trying to force
the Panther upright. The Trebuchet came on, near-sliding, and drew its foot
back for a kick. Rowe watched it, saw it coming, and threw up his hands….
Sounds assaulted him, and cold…
So very cold…

Another green icon winked oﬀ of Chu-i George Rowe’s heads-up display.
A small text box appeared in the lower-right corner of his HUD, reading out
the BattleMech’s name and its pilot. Kimball has gone to his ancestors. Rowe
adjusted his Panther’s course and headed toward Kimball’s last position. He
signaled his company commander the coordinates, but received no reply. Tai-i
Ozuka was a busy man. His company of the Eighth Sword of Light had taken
horrendous losses. All of the companies had. Hell. Rowe was the last man in
his lance, with Kimball gone.
An ice boulder blocked his view of Kimball’s location, and his IR scanner
was already starting to ping warnings about heat in the colder-than-ice air.
Rowe keyed the right arm controls and banged the Panther’s right arm gently
against its right leg. The bong rattled through the tough ’Mech’s frame but his
external mikes still picked up the sound of ice hitting the ground. He set the
arm back to track its aiming point and watched his HUD. Sunlight glinted oﬀ
the wreckage of a Crusader—it was missing its head—but the ice and snow
told him the wreck was several weeks old. He touched his map screen, marking the position for later salvage. We’ll need every ’Mech.
A ﬂicker of red on the HUD… the Dragoon ’Mech was close, not more than
a kilometer away. Rowe eyed the boulder looming in front of him like a midget
glacier. Would the Dragoon choose right or left? Should he wait and watch
both sides?
What if there was more than one?
Rowe jerked, shaking his head as far as his neurohelmet would allow. He
was a Sworder, damn it! The Eighth Sword of Light shouldn’t be hiding and
sniping with yohei! These Dragoons were lucky, no question, but he was a
samurai of House Kurita. Rowe banished the doubts from his mind and chose
the left path. He pushed the throttle forward. A samurai did not wait for his
enemy to come to him. Certainly not when it was a teki.
Red ﬂickered, disappeared, then burned to solidity on his HUD. The Panther’s sensors drank information and painted a wireframe diagram in a small
box in the lower left corner of his screen: a Trebuchet. Snow whirled in intricate
vortices as the wind channeled between the boulders. The range counter
fell… 800 meters. 700. He took up half the slack on his trigger—600 meters—
—alarms—
Long-range missiles burned out of the snow but Rowe had already jerked
the Panther to the side. His body strained against the restraints, unconsciously
mimicking the ’Mech’s movement as his mind blurred with the neurohelmet
and the ’Mech’s computer acceded.
500 meters. He still couldn’t see the Dragoon.
Rowe manipulated his controls and triggered the PPC. Welcome heat—
never expected to admit that—bloomed in his cockpit. Actinic, blue-white
light ﬂashed against the icy walls and the snow, ﬂashing every snowﬂake into
a microsecond’s relief. The snow swallowed the light quickly, but his com-
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elcome to Historical Turning Points: Misery, a campaign book designed to give players the opportunity to ﬁght in one of the
landmark conﬂicts of the Inner Sphere’s tumultuous history.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to ﬁght an inﬁnite
number of engagements on Misery, while the Track section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary
struggle. The Track sections can be used with stand-alone games set in 3028.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Misery. Included in this section you will ﬁnd terrain
tables broken into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks, or simply
as a guide to give you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types,
environment and other rules that can be used to enhance your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or
all of these features before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conﬂict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side are
left undetermined. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with diﬀerent forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is
provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each track as they see ﬁt, whether by battle value, tonnage, total
number of ’Mechs, or whatever else suits them.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional
points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as
they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex section contains three oﬃcial Record Sheets. First is the Ostroc of Michi Noketsuna, aide to Tai-sho Minobu Tetsuhara. Next
is the Stalker of Sho-sho Jagawen Torisobo of the Eighth Sword of Light, and the Atlas of Dragoon Captain Danielle Rondema.
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MISERY MAPSHEETS TABLE
NORTHERN TERRAIN

Misery is a world aptly-named but too important to discard simply because it is diﬃcult to live there. Situated near the Combine’s border with
the Federated Suns, Misery is an important link in the defensive screen
against Davion adventurism. Although most of the planet’s landmasses
are locked in constant winter, the geothermal heat given oﬀ by vents
along the equator keeps more than half the planet’s saltwater oceans
from freezing over and makes the landmass near the straits connecting
Borealis, the northern continent, with Aurealis to the south, bearable.
Laerdal, Misery’s largest city, is home to the largest segment of Misery’s
population as well as the productive magma mines further inland. There
is signiﬁcant aquaculture along the coast, which provides the bulk of
Misery’s foodstuﬀs. Attempts are being made to terraform the warm
(relatively speaking) land around Laerdal to grow Terran-variety ﬂora
and even import livestock, but the lack of funds and necessary defensive
posture against Davion raids makes this a diﬃcult proposition.
On Borealis the dominant terrain feature is the Trolfjel Highlands, a
gigantic mountain range that spans the entire 2,000 kilometer width of
Borealis. A number of passes cut through the Highlands, tenuously connecting Laerdal with Farsund, to the north, and Boras, in the northwest.
Much traﬃc from the cold-weather manufactories in Boras cuts near
Farsund at the Voss Gap, barely twenty kilometers away, before continuing south to Laerdal. Farsund is a small mining community, although
the garrison posting of Wolf’s Dragoons in the mid-3020s before the
mercenaries’ betrayal had turned it into a de facto military town as small
contractors vied for space to be near the spendthrift mercenaries.
Aurealis is mostly unoccupied, although a number of adventurous
Miseries have moved south to get away from the constant conﬂicts on
Borealis. Davion raiders routinely target the mines at Laerdal and the
industries in Boras for attacks, and many so-called “soft” targets such
as civilian infrastructure industries have moved south across the straits,
expanding the small port city of Gaston greatly.
The people of Misery are a hardy lot, as loyal to the Combine as any
citizen. They are used to toiling without the help of the rest of the Combine, given how few venture to Misery for recreation. Many citizens are
former soldiers, and since 3019 more and more retired DCMS personnel
have been given small holds on Aurealis to try and open that continent
up. During raids the people retreat to deep underground shelters, built
beneath the glacial ice and rocky crust, and let the Mustered Soldiery
and the hirelings of Hanse Davion ﬁght it out, conﬁdent that the next
snow will most likely erase all traces of the battle.

EQUATORIAL TERRAIN

ATLAS

MISERY

1D6 Result

Map

1

Deep Canyon #1 (MS5, MC2)

2

Mountain Lake (MS2, MSC1)

3

River Valley (MS2, MSC1)

4

Large Mountain #1 (MS5, MSC2)

5

Desert Mountain #2 (MS3, MSC1)

6

Box Canyon (MS6, MSC2)

1D6 Result

Map

1

Scattered Woods (MS2, MC2)

2

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

3

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

4

Desert Hills (CBT, MS2, MSC1)

5

BattleTech (CBT, MS2, MSC1)

6

CityTech Map* (MS2, MSC1)

*place light and medium buildings of varying heights in each non-paved hex. on misery,
up to half the structures can be hardened; roll 2D6. on a result of 9+, the building is hardened.

MAPSHEETS
The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can be
found on the battleﬁelds of Misery. Players may either select a map from
the appropriate table or randomly determine which map to use, unless
otherwise speciﬁed by the scenario. MS = Map Set, MSC = Map Set Compilation, BT = Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
OPTIONAL RULES
If all players agree, the following particular eﬀects from Tactical Operations (TO) may be used to add speciﬁc Misery aspects to the battles
played out.
Terrain Modifications
Geyser (See p. 48, TO)
Fire (see p. 43, TO)
Black Ice (see p. 40, TO)
Ice (see p. 50, TO)
Deep Snow (see p. 41, TO)
Magma (see pp. 36-38, TO)
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Weather Conditions
Wind (see pp. 61-62, TO)
Heavy Snowfall (see p. 60, TO)
Extreme Temperatures
(-50 degrees) (see p. 62, TO)

RANDOM ASSIGNMENT TABLE:
MISERY, 3028
2D6
RESULT

LIGHT ’MECHS

The Random Assignment Tables are meant to be used by players wishing to determine their forces randomly, or help them determine the likely
equipment used by each side during the Battle of Misery. Players are not
required to use these tables, especially when using player-group units. To
randomly assign pilot quality, see the appropriate tables in Total Warfare
(see p. 273, TW)

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

HEAVY ’MECHS

MEDIUM ’MECHS

2D6
RESULT

ASSAULT ’MECHS

RANDOM ASSIGNMENT TABLES

RANDOM
ASSIGNMENT
TABLE
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DRACONIS
COMBINE

WOLF’S
DRAGOONS

Vlk-QA Valkyrie

Jr7-D Jenner

lct-1V locust

sDr-5V spider

stG-3r stinger

lct-1e locust

Wsp-1k Wasp

JVn-10n Javelin

Jr7-D Jenner

Flc-4n Falcon

Jr7-D Jenner

FFl-4A Fireﬂy

pnt-9r panther

Vlk-QA Valkyrie

pnt-9r panther

Wsp-1W Wasp

Jr7-D Jenner

Fle-15 Flea

sDr-5V spider

com-2D commando

ott-7J ostscout

ott-7J ostscout

DRACONIS
COMBINE

WOLF’S
DRAGOONS

enF-4r enforcer

bJ-1 blackjack

hbk-4G hunchback

shD-2h shadow hawk

GrF-in Griﬃn

WVr-6r Wolverine

phX-1 phoenix hawk

cn9-A centurion

phX-1k phoenix hawk

GrF-1n Griﬃn

shD-2k shadow hawk

hop-4c hoplite

WVr-6r Wolverine

cn9-A centurion

WVr-6r Wolverine

DV-6m Dervish

shD-2h shadow hawk

WVr-6r Wolverine

hbk-4G hunchback

phX-1D phoenix hawk

Asn-21 Assassin

VnD-1r Vindicator

2D6
RESULT

DRACONIS
COMBINE

WOLF’S
DRAGOONS

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DrG-1G Grand Dragon

crD-3l crusader

Ghr-5h Grasshopper

Whm-6r Warhammer

cplt-c1 catapult

rFl-3n riﬂeman

Whm-6k Warhammer

Arc-2W Archer

DrG-1n Dragon

Arc-2W Archer

DrG-1n Dragon

mAD-3r marauder

DrG-1n Dragon

tDr-5s thuderbolt

Arc-2r Archer

Whm-6D Warhammer

on1-k orion

rFl-3n riﬂeman

Whm-6k Warhammer

mAD-3D marauder

DrG-1G Grand Dragon

crD-3r crusader

2D6
RESULT

DRACONIS
COMBINE

WOLF’S
DRAGOONS

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Gol-1h Goliath

AWs-8Q Awesome

Zeu-6s Zeus

As7-D Atlas

bnc-3e banshee

shG-2e shogun

cGr-1A1 charger

Zeu-6t Zeus

blr-1G battlemaster

imp-2e imp

stk-3F stalker

blr-1G battlemaster

cp-10-Z cyclops

stk-3F stalker

cGr-1A9 charger

blr-1G battlemaster

blr-1G battlemaster

cp-10-Z cyclops

Vtr-9b Victor

As7-D Atlas

As7-D Atlas

mAD-4A marauder ii

THE BATTLE OF MISERY

THE BATTLE
OF MISERY

“I am Hans Vordel, lieutenant in Wolf’s Dragoons. I am a
fourth-generation MechWarrior. I have seen twenty-four-cycles and have fought on more worlds than I have years. Who
among you has the courage to face me in single combat?”
His challenge was awkward and his Japanese abominable, but the intent was clear. Silence greeted it. No one in
the Kurita force spoke, on either the open channel or any of
the protected frequencies. The challenge was unexpected.
A teki acting like an ancient samurai? It shocked them into
immobility. Suddenly a Thunderbolt broke from the Kurita
ranks, pounding out to within a kilometer of the Dragoon
Victor. The comm channel reverberated with the pilot’s response to the Dragoon.
“Villain. I am Tadashi Bolivar, a mere Chu-i in the grand
forces of the Draconis Combine. I am not so old and decrepit
as you, but I am a ﬁfth-generation samurai of House Kurita
and have slain three Davion MechWarriors single-handedly.
I accept your challenge. Pray to any gods you hold dear, teki,
and prepare to die by my hand.”
—from The Coldest Dish: A Narrative of the Battle of Misery,
by Sho-sa (ret.) Juan LaRusso, 3053

Battle occurs for many reasons, for disputes over territory or ideology;
because of mistakes or obscene accidents; because of the imbalance of
a few, and their eﬀect on the whole. The Battle of Misery between the
Wolf’s Dragoons mercenary regiments and their former employers, the
Draconis Combine Mustered Soldiery, was a result of years of simple animosity and pure, undiluted rage. A slow campaign of petty insults, small
injustices, and outright criminal acts on behalf of the DCMS threatened
the Dragoons ever more as they refused to back down, and ﬁnally this
erupted into open battle on the Dragoon’s baseworld, An Ting.
The many petty insults and so-called betrayals between the Dragoons
and the Combine are unimportant to this battle—the man who watches
his house burn in a forest fire doesn’t particularly care how it was
started… he only knows his home is destroyed in the conﬂagration. So it
was with the Combine forces who came to Misery to face the Dragoons’
challenge. Four remaining regiments of the Ryuken, two regiments of
Galedon Regulars and a Sword of Light regiment; all came because the
Coordinator, through his minion Warlord Grieg Samsonov of Galedon,
ordered them to put down the scurrilous challenge by the disgraced
mercenaries. The Dragoons, who had issued the challenge, were ﬁghting
for revenge, for the absolution of a feud that had been brewing since
Chu-sa Jerry Akuma’s appointment as Professional Soldiery Liaison. Five
weary regiments of Wolf’s Dragoons against seven regiments of the
Claws of the Dragon.
On 23 April 3028 all ﬁve Dragoons regiments left cover in the city
of Farsund and moved south toward the main Combine positions on
the equator. Tai-sho Tetsuhara quickly recalled all of his forces from
outlying cities, impressed that the Dragoons were preparing to oﬀer
honorable combat. What followed was two days of skirmishing between advance elements as each force attempted to gain an advantage
over the other. The Hamar Valley, in particular, on the edge of the Opdal
Glacial Field, was host to a number of skirmishes, including the ﬁnal
battle between recon forces that resulted in the Dragoon capture of a
Ryuken commander.
On the morning of the 25th the Ryuken, together with the Galedon
Regulars, assembled in a great line across the Opdal facing the assembled regiments of Wolf’s Dragoons. Both sides paused to examine the
other—the Combine, eyeing the now-famous paint schemes of notable
units like Zeta Battalion or Beta Regiment, and the Dragoons impressed
at the sheer number of opponents. Much to the Combine’s surprise, a
lone Dragoon advanced and challenged the Ryuken to single combat.
More combat followed, hours’ worth, before a burst of ﬁre from the
Dragoon lines interfered in a duel. The Combine warriors, outraged,
charged forward into a trap: the Dragoons had been playing for time,
waiting on their engineers to burrow through the ice, planting charges.
More than a regiment of ’Mechs were lost into the suddenly-opened
pits, and the entire Dragoon line charged forward and crippled nearly a
regiment more before withdrawing in the face of the last minute arrival
of the Sword of Light.
The next weeks were ﬁlled with ﬁre and death on the icy plains of
Misery. Here a Dragoon battalion would encounter a Ryuken or Galedon
battalion and destroy it—there a Sword of Light battalion would encounter a Dragoon company and annihilate it. Neither side could locate
the decisive victory they sought, but both sides quickly slaked their thirst
for revenge. By mid-month the heat of hate had died down and both the
Dragoons and the samurai were intent only on ﬁnishing the job at hand
and escaping.
By 20 May a solid month of battling had ground both sides down
precipitously. The long series of skirmishes and feints, highlighted by the
odd pitched battle and stinging ambush, had killed hundreds of warriors
on both sides, but the Dragoons were slightly ahead. The Combine had

recovered and repaired many of the ’Mechs lost in the initial trap, but the
Dragoons always seemed to be one step ahead of them. Tai-sho Tetsuhara planned a series of raids to keep the Dragoons oﬀ-balance while he
consolidated the remains of his force, but a lightning strike against his
command post threw his plans oﬀ-kilter. It was only the sudden return
of one of his most valuable sub-commanders that saved Tetsuhara from
death, but that reprieve was short-lived. His ’Mech force was isolated and
his Dragon destroyed.
Without Tetsuhara to guide them the remaining Combine forces were
disorganized and easily dealt with by the elite Dragoons, who routed
them oﬀ-world by the 25th. Soon after, as the Dragoons began their own
preparations to withdraw to the Federated Suns, Tai-sho Tetsuhara committed seppuku.

COMMANDERS
JAIME WOLF
Rank: Colonel, commander of Wolf’s Dragoons
Born: 2980 (48 in 3028)
Nothing was known of Jaime Wolf prior to 3005, when his Dragoons
appeared in the Federated Suns’ Delos system and announced their intention to take contract as mercenaries. Since then, of course, much has
been written, studied, and broadcast, but the simplest notes are these:
since that time, Wolf and his Dragoons have carefully built a reputation
as the preeminent mercenaries of the Thirty-First Century, utterly reliable
on the battleﬁeld and nearly impossible to defeat. In fact, the few defeats
the Dragoons have suﬀered have been regarded by many as truly impossible missions, and some analysts have lauded them for surviving the
missions at all.
About the man Jaime Wolf very little more is known. His only known
relative, his brother Joshua, was killed in 3014 by Anton Marik. Wolf appears to live for little other than directing his Dragoons, and has formed
few friendships outside of the mercenaries’ ranks. It wasn’t until his working with Minobu Tetsuhara during the Dragoons’ contract with House
Kurita that Wolf appeared to take any interest outside the Dragoons: he
was a frequent visitor, both professionally and socially, to Tetsuhara’s
Hoshon Mansion in Cerant on An Ting. A strong friendship developed
between the two men, each devoted to their duty and their excellence
as MechWarriors.
When the conﬂict with Kurita erupted into open warfare, Wolf led his
Dragoons ﬁrst against the Ryuken-ichi on An Ting and then to Misery,
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TRACKS

THRUST AND PARRY
SITUATION
Hamar Valley
Misery, Draconis Combine
23 April 3028
When the Dragoons’ contract with the Draconis Combine expired
all ﬁve regiments moved out of their bivouacs near Farsund and advanced south, toward the lines of the Ryuken and Galedon Regulars.
They could have made the movement in a little less than a day, but
they advanced slowly, probing with recon lances to see where the
Kuritans would defend. These small units were the ﬁrst Dragoons
to engage the Kuritans, but the Ryuken and Regulars were just as
incensed, and few of the recon lances on either side kept to their
customary rules of engagement.
GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Flatlands, Hill, Badlands (see p. 263, TW)
or Northern (see p. 5).
Place 2 mapsheets side by side with the long edges together.
Use 2 mapsheets per 2 lances of Attackers, rounding down, with
a minimum of 2 mapsheets (ex. If the Attackers use 3 lances, use 3
mapsheets. If the Attackers use 4 lances, use 4 mapsheets).
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Wolf’s Dragoons
When determining units randomly, roll from the Light or Medium RATs (see p. 6). The Attacker may determine his or her home
map edge ﬁrst, but deploy his units after the Defender. All units
must deploy within four hexes of the Attacker’s home map edge.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Ryuken, Galedon Regulars
The Defender is 100 percent of the Attacker’s deployed force.
When determining units randomly, one unit in four may be rolled
from the Heavy RAT. All other units should be rolled from the Light
or Medium RATs (see p. 6). The Defender places his or her units ﬁrst,
within four hexes of the Defender’s home map edge. The Defender’s home map edge is opposite the edge chosen by the Attacker.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 100 WP
Optional Bonuses:
[+100] Artillery: Each side may call on four Thumper barrages;
the guns are two turns away (see p. 179, TO).
[+150] Expert Marksmen: Use the Bracing and Careful Aim
rules (see p. 84, TO).
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It was like this, see? We had the Snakes right where we
wanted them—in general. The Colonel told us this was
the ground we wanted them on, and who’s going to argue
with the Colonel, right? But there’s a world of difference in
being able to point at a map and terrain abstracts and saying “here” and being able to go out on the ground and kill
Snakes. So he sent us recon lances out, told us to advance to
contact and bring back some Snakes for him to talk to. If we
could. Said it like it wouldn’t be hard—yeah, right. Like we
weren’t on An Ting with him when the Ryuken went batshit.
Not hard at all.
Right.
A half-dozen recon lances out playing in the Icebox, waiting for the Snakes’ recon lances to find us. Captain Fraser
took his company out toward the front, trying to get eyes on
the Snakes’ main body. He’s welcome to that. I’m going to
keep my lance back here, just close enough to get the sensor
skinny and report back. There’ll be plenty of fight later on.

OBJECTIVES
1.) Locate the Enemy (Attacker). The Attacker must scan the
enemy forces oﬀ-map. To claim this objective, an Attacker unit
must spend three consecutive turns within three hexes of the
Defender’s home map edge; this unit may move at any rate, but
cannot ﬁre. The time required may be reduced by using more units:
2 units = 2 turns; 3 units = 1 turn. (Reward: 200)
2.) Close the Door (Defender). The Defender must prevent the
Attacker from completing his or her scan. (Reward: 200)
3.) Even the Odds. For each enemy unit destroyed, regardless of
Objectives 1 and 2. (Reward: 50)
SPECIAL RULES
The following rules are in effect for this track:
Forced Withdrawal
Both sides are operating under Forced Withdrawal rules (see p.
258, TW), unless negated by special unit rules (see pp. 8-9).
AFTERMATH
The skirmishes across the Hamar Valley and the outskirts of the
Opdal Glacial Field for the two days preceding the ﬁrst large-scale
engagement were far from decisive, but they did reinforce for both
sides the knowledge that their enemies were taking this battle just
as seriously as they were. In the end, though, the Dragoons were
successfully able to maneuver the Combine forces into the location
of their choosing, setting the stage for their ﬁrst signiﬁcant conﬂict.
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